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Hello to All! Since 2.x Release ixt017 themes collection is named ixt017 Theme Framework.
Now in it Framework developed 12 FREE themes for XOOPS. 

 

10 Reasons Why Framework?

1. It is not required changes in kernel CMS 2. It is not required additional libraries 3. It is not
required new smarty templates 4. Customable header zone (you can replace header.png or
header.jpg at own discretion) 5. Customable slider zone (you can use the ????? slides or
disconnect this zone) 6. Customable footer zone (you can deduce ???? the system block or the
html-text) 7. Switching-off of the left column, the right column or both columns at once (you can
hide columns irrespective of the conclusion of blocks in them is appointed or not) 8. Support
RTL layout (through a smarty variable $rtl) 9. Independent management of colour and fonts in
each block (you can change it through style.css) 10. Change of a name of the theme directory
(certainly from admissible symbols) is admissible 

Other Properties ixt017

1. The fixed width 1000px 2. 3 columns layout 3. Slider zone 4. Extended footer zone 5. NEW! 4
zones for hide/show left column, right column, footer on user side 6. Absolutely FREE 

Installation

Unpack the archive into the 'themes' directory on your site. 

Demos

 

http://ixthemes.com/modules/TDMDownloads/viewcat.php?cid=18
http://xoops242demo.ixthemes.org/index.php?xoops_theme_select=ixt01711
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